City of Vienna

Updated: August 4, 2020


OFFICE OF MAYOR:
1. Randall Rapp
2. Mike Smith – (Independent Candidate filing 8/03/20)

OFFICE OF RECORDER:
1. Melissa Elam
2. Cathy Smith

OFFICE OF COUNCIL:
1. Jim Leach
2. Lawrence Wilson
3. Roger D. Bibbee
4. Alice Goodwin
5. Steve Black  (Notice of Withdrawal 06/05/2020)
6. Mike Elam
7. Henry Sasyn
8. Harry Helmick
9. Kim Williams
10. Tom Azinger
11. Bruce Rogers
12. Kelly Sassi Craft

Sworn to this 4th day of August, 2020.

CATHY SMITH, RECORDER, CITY OF VIENNA